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Dispersion for Outdoor and Indoor Peer-to-Peer
Radio Channels at 1920 MHz
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Abstract—This paper presents spatio-temporal measurements
for the peer-to-peer radio channel at a center frequency of
1920 MHz with 140 MHz of radio-frequency bandwidth. The measurements were taken using a spread-spectrum channel sounder
and an automated spatial probing system that uses precise computer-controlled positioning and orientation of omnidirectional
and directional (30 beamwidth) antennas to measure both
the angles-of-arrival and time-delays of multipath components.
Transmitter-receiver configurations included six outdoor-to-outdoor cross-campus locations at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University (17–219 ns rms delay spread, 0.36–0.91 angular
spread—using the unitless definition of angular spread defined
in [1]), three outdoor-to-indoor locations (27–34 ns rms delay
spread, 0.78–0.98 angular spread), and three indoor-to-indoor
locations (29–45 ns rms delay spread, 0.73–0.90 angular spread).
The paper also quantitatively describes a trend that shows how
angular spread increases with increasing delay spread.
Index Terms—Angle of arrival, fading channels, mobile communications, multipath channels, peer-to-peer, propagation.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N THE coming age of high wireless data demand and
increased frequency congestion, technologies involving
wideband modulation schemes [2], smart antennas [3], and
space-time coding [4], [5] promise to squeeze every drop of
capacity out of a wireless data link. Unfortunately, these new
technologies have grown at a rate that exceeds our general
knowledge of the spatio-temporal wireless channel. Without
sufficient knowledge of the channel, the performance of new
spatial and wideband signaling techniques is impossible to
gauge for a particular radio environment.
This paper presents the results of a wideband, peer-to-peer
channel measurement campaign at a carrier frequency of
1920 MHz conducted on the campus of Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) in November of
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1999. In the peer-to-peer configuration, both transmitter and
antennas are positioned at a height of roughly 1.5 m above
ground (head-level). This position is common for portable,
handheld communication devices that may operate in mobile
ad-hoc networks. Future applications for these peer-to-peer,
mobile ad-hoc networks include communications between
students, soldiers, businessmen, or emergency rescue workers.
A. Contribution of This Work
In this paper, peer-to-peer channel statistics for 12 local areas
are derived from over 2500 ultrawideband power delay profile
(PDP) snapshots taken with a spread-spectrum sliding correlator
channel sounder with 140 MHz of radio frequency bandwidth.
This measurement campaign is unique and valuable for the following reasons.
• Joint statistics involving multipath delay dispersion and
angle dispersion have been measured at each local area.
• A variety of transmitter-receiver configurations—outdoor-to-outdoor, outdoor-to-indoor, and indoor-to-indoor—were measured.
• This paper uses a combination of directional antennas
and mechanical positioning, similar to the spatial channel
sounding techniques presented first in [6], [7], as opposed
to antenna arrays. This spatial channel sounding technique facilitates wideband spatial channel sounding at
potentially any carrier frequency in the UHF, microwave,
or mm-wave bands.
• The spatial channel parameters are calculated in terms of
multipath shape factors, one of the first such applications
of the theory described in [8].
The results should prove valuable to designers of high-capacity
wireless modems and future joint spatio-temporal channel measurement campaigns.
B. Comparison to Other Measurement Campaigns in the
Literature
The first documented attempt to measure both angle-of-arrival and time-delay of mobile radio multipath components was
made by the Japanese researchers Ikegami and Yoshida [9].
More recent spatio-temporal results have been published in [10]
and [11], although these research papers measure only a few locations and are meant largely to prove new techniques and concepts in spatio-temporal channel measurement. Pedersen, et al.
have also published delay and azimuthal dispersion results for
base station antennas in urban areas [12]. Overall, however, little
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is known about the joint spatio-temporal characteristics for most
types of radio channels.
While the bands around 1920 MHz have been measured extensively for cellular and personal communication system (PCS)
applications, measurements previously reported in the literature
involve transmitters at least five meters above the ground—still
much higher than in a genuine peer-to-peer environment. The
range of peer-to-peer outdoor delay spreads presented in this
paper is much lower than typical delay spreads measured for
mobile radio macrocells (2–3 s, [13]) and is more similar to
PCS microcell measurements (mean of 137 ns [14]). This is expected since peer-to-peer communications are much more lossy
than macrocellular configurations; both the transmitter and the
receiver are close to the ground, buried within building, foliage,
and terrain clutter.
Our campaign finds a similar range of outdoor root mean
square (rms) delay spreads (17 to 219 ns) to those reported by
Patwari, et al. in [15] (25 to 333 ns) and those described by
Erceg, et al. in [16] (50 to 175 ns, omnidirectional data taken
in a cluttered Illinois environment). Unlike the measurements
in [15], this paper directly measures the angles-of-arrival of
multipath components. Thus, delay dispersion (Section III-A),
angle dispersion (Section III-B), and joint angle-delay statistics
(Section III-C) are presented for all indoor and outdoor measurement locations.
For indoor receiver locations, our measurements exhibit
much lower rms (delay spreads (27–45 ns) than the outdoor
locations. Devasirvatham, et al. corroborates this result in an
exhaustive indoor measurement campaign that shows delay
spreads are less than 100 ns for indoor office buildings [17].
Woodward, et al. present a set of measurements at 2.4 GHz that
record angle-of-arrival and delay statistics for outdoor-to-indoor configurations. In an urban building, they show low values
of rms delay spread (mean 37 ns) but high values of rms azimuth
angle spread (89 which is 86% of the rms azimuth spread for
the uniform Clarke model) [18]. This compares favorably to
our range of outdoor-to-indoor delay spreads of 27–44 ns and
our angle spread values which show angles-of-arrival spread
out from 73%–98% of the uniform Clarke model.
II. OVERVIEW OF MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN
This section provides a general overview of the measured
locations, channel sounding hardware, and measurement technique used throughout the campaign.
A. Measured Locations
The measurement campaign was performed during
November of 1999 on the campus of Virginia Tech. A
total of 12 locations were measured during this campaign
using the peer-to-peer configuration of transmitter and receiver
antennas (both set at a height of 1.5 m above ground).
The first set of six measurements were outdoor-to-outdoor locations which emphasized long-distance, obstructed links with
transmitter-receiver (TR) separation distances between 240 and
910 m. The signal had to propagate over irregular campus terrain
which included hills, multi-story buildings, and leafless trees.
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Fig. 1. Transmitter-receiver configurations for the six local areas measured
indoors.

Then, three indoor-to-indoor locations were measured inside
a four-story modern office building (Durham Hall on the
Virginia Tech campus) with interior walls made from either
cinderblocks or drywall. The same transmitter—placed inside
a fourth-floor office—was used for all three indoor-to-indoor
measurements. One receiver location was measured on the same
floor as the transmitter, on the opposite side of the building.
Another receiver location was measured on the ground floor, on
the same side of the building as the transmitter. A third location
was measured on a different floor than the transmitter and on
the opposite side of the building.
Finally, three outdoor-to-indoor locations were measured
using a transmitter placed 330 m away from the four-story
office building. The exterior of this office building is a combination of glass, concrete, and stone masonry. One receiver
location was measured on the ground floor, on the same side
of the building as the transmitter. Another receiver location
was measured on the fourth floor, also on the same side of the
building as the transmitter. A third location on the back side of
the building was measured as well. A graphical summary of the
six indoor local area configurations may be found in Fig 1.
B. Channel Sounding Hardware
A spread spectrum sliding correlator approach was used to
sound the channel (see [19] for a description). A transmitted carrier frequency of 1920 MHz was used throughout the campaign.
The transmitted spread spectrum signal had a radio frequency
(RF) bandwidth of 200 MHz, allowing for theoretical resolution of multipath with as little as 10 ns of propagation delay. In
practice, the resolution was slightly worse since we filtered the
signal with a 140 MHz passband filter to remain within our allowed band of 1850–1990 MHz. Since this is an active PCS band
in the U.S., the interference rejection capability of the sliding
correlator was particularly useful.
In order to send the channel sounding signal through the lossy
peer-to-peer environment, the transmitter used a 20-watt wideband RF amplifier. Special precautions were taken to control the
temperature of the RF hardware and to limit human RF exposure. Back-to-back system calibrations were performed on the
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Fig. 3. Series of PDP snapshots along a track, measured with an
omnidirectional receiver antenna.
Fig. 2. In a local area, power delay profiles are measured along two orthogonal
linear tracks using an omnidirectional antenna.

transmitter and receiver units at the beginning and the end of
each measurement day to ensure system stability.
C. Automated Antenna Positioning
All measurements used a precise automated positioning
system to place the receiver antenna along a linear track and,
for a directional antenna, to orient the antenna with respect
to azimuth. The antenna platform is positioned using stepper
motors that drive a rotating table and a long serpentine-drive
track. The positioning error for placement along the track is
m and for rotation about an axis it is
.
A laptop computer simultaneously coordinated the movement
and rotation of the receiver antenna and the data acquisition
from the channel sounder. This system was used to take two
types of measurement sequences: track measurements and rotational measurements.
Track Measurements: For the track measurement sequence,
an omnidirectional antenna is mounted atop the positioning
table. Two linear track measurements are performed, each
using different track orientations. The first orientation aligns
axis) directed
the track along an axis (referred to as the
along the line connecting the transmitter to the receiver. The
second orientation aligns the track along an axis (referred to
as the axis) transverse to the direction of the transmitter
location. The orientations are depicted in Fig. 2. For each
linear track measurement, snapshots of the channel PDP are
taken along the length of the measurement track (about nine
wavelengths at 1920 MHz). Each PDP snapshot is spaced 0.25
wavelengths apart, producing a total of 36 snapshots per linear
track measurement. Thus, a measurement along two orthogonal
tracks produces a total of 72 PDP snapshots. An example of
collected PDPs as a function of position is shown in Fig. 3.
Rotational Measurements: The second measurement sequence at a location is a rotational measurement using a
directional antenna. PDP snapshots are recorded from the

Fig. 4. In a local area, power delay profiles are measured by spatially averaging
angular sweeps with a directional antenna.

channel sounder as the test antenna is rotated in steps across
the entire horizon in evenly-spaced 10 increments. Thus, a
single sweep in the rotational measurement results in a total of
36 PDP snapshots. The antenna platform is then moved along
the track by 2.67 wavelengths (0.42 meters) and another series
of 36 rotational PDP snapshots are recorded. This procedure
is repeated until a fourth rotational measurement is made.
Fig. 4 illustrates this sequence of measurements. In all, the
rotational measurement sequence results in a total of 144 PDP
snapshots. An example of collected PDPs as a function of
azimuth orientation is shown in Fig. 5.
D. Antenna Specifications
All antennas used during this campaign had sufficient bandwidth over the 1850–1990 MHz frequencies to transmit and receive the wideband spread spectrum signal without distortion in
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measurements will be approximate. However, no single
delay statistic presented in this paper was calculated from
fewer than 36 PDP snapshots and no single angle-of-arrival statistic from fewer than 144 snapshots. The large
number of snapshots per statistic produces reliable results.
We have enough snapshots, in fact, to justify averaging
channel statistics separately from the two track measurements within the same local area. With separate averages
we can compare the similarities between the two track
measurements, rather than assume isotropic statistics for
all local areas.
III. RESULTS

Fig. 5. Local area angle-delay spectrum (ADS) as measured from a set of
rotational measurements.

This section presents the delay dispersion, angle dispersion,
and joint angle and delay statistics calculated from the measurement campaign. For a mathematical description and explanation
of each channel parameter discussed, refer to Appendix A.
A. Delay Dispersion Results

space or time delay (by a frequency-varying antenna pattern or
impedance/efficiency). An omnidirectional PCS base station antenna made by Andrew Corporation was used at the transmitter.
This antenna had a gain of 8 dBi along the horizon—the direction of peak gain for the elevation pattern. This same type of antenna was also used at the receiver for the track measurements.
The rotational measurements used a directional horn antenna. The horn antenna had a gain of 15 dBi and a half-power
beamwidth of 30 . All antennas used at the receivers are
elevated to 1.5 m height using poly-vinyl chloride masts to
minimize scattering from the positioning track to the receiver
antenna.
E. Sources of Error in the Experiment
Great care was taken to minimize (but not necessarily remove) the primary sources of error in this experiment. These
sources of remaining error are as follows.
• Channel Transients: Objects moving within the channel
during the acquisition time of a PDP may distort the
channel measurements. This effect is most pronounced
outdoors, where even a slight breeze will rustle the leaves
of trees and introduce small-but-noticeable fluctuations to
all of the measured multipath components. In November,
however, all of the deciduous trees had lost their leaves
so this effect was largely absent from the data sets in this
paper.
• Self-Scattering Effects: A large number of people and
measurement equipment in the immediate area of the receiver may scatter multipath power to the receiver antenna
that would be unrealistic. To remove this effect from each
of the measurements, all personnel were evacuated from
the immediate receiver area, the channel sounding hardware was kept as low to the ground as possible, and the receiver antenna was elevated above the positioning system
so as to operate in an area of uncluttered free space.
• Finite Sampling: Due to finite sampling of PDP snapshots
in a local area, all dispersion statistics derived from these

Table I records all of the dispersion results for the 12 measured locations. This table records delay spread, centroid jitter,
centroid standard deviation, timing jitter, and timing standard
deviation for PDPs measured along orthogonal tracks.
For outdoor-to-outdoor links, the delay spreads in Table I
range as low as 17 ns to as high as 219 ns. Low values for delay
spread are found at location 4, the only line-of-sight link in the
outdoor-to-outdoor measurements, as well as locations 5 and 6.
It should be noted that the values in Table I are comparable to
delay spreads measured by Patwari in [15] (from 25 to 333 ns),
despite the increased average link distances. In fact, the correlation between delay spread and TR separation is weak. For example, the longest obstructed link—location 5 with 910 m of
TR separation—has one of the smallest delay spreads at an average of 46 ns.
Delay spreads for indoor receivers demonstrate much more
homogeneous behavior, independent of whether the transmitter
is indoors or outdoors. The twelve indoor delay spreads (two
for each track for locations 7–12) fall within a 27–45 ns range.
Thus, a much simpler equalizer may be used if the radio is guaranteed to be operating indoors.
A final observation should be made about the variability
of the delay spread about its mean value within a local area.
The value Timing Jitter represents the difference between the
smallest and largest delay spreads measured along a track. The
value Timing Standard Deviation measures the mean-squared
variation about the average delay spread in a local area. Both
Timing Jitter and Timing Standard Deviation measure the
variability of delay spread within a local area, but the Timing
Standard Deviation may appear to be a better measure of
typical behavior since it de-emphasizes the extreme cases of
measured delay spread (see Appendix A).
B. Angle Dispersion Results
A number of other multipath parameters may also be calculated from the measured track and rotational data. Table II
records transmitter-receiver separation distance, path loss with
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DISPERSION STATISTICS CALCULATED FROM TRACK MEASUREMENTS

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SPATIAL MULTIPATH PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM SPATIALLY AVERAGED AZIMUTHAL SWEEPS OF A HORN ANTENNA

respect to 1-m free space (calculated from PDPs averaged linearly within a local area), the angular spread, and the peak multipath direction of arrival.
One trend that is apparent from Table II is the peak direction of multipath arrival. This parameter measures the direction
in azimuth that the horn antenna was pointing when the maximum total power was received. According to Table II, the peak
direction of multipath arrival is almost always in the direction
of the transmitter (corresponding to 0 ). This is true even for
obstructed receiver locations. The one exception in Table II is
location 9, where the peak direction of multipath arrival is 140 .
However, location 9 is an indoor location corresponding to an
indoor transmitter that is nearly directly above the receiver, with
two floors in between. Given this unique location, the deviation from the trend is understandable. This property of the peak
multipath arrival angle implies that an array scanning for peak

power results in an effective direction-finding algorithm, even
in heavily obstructed channels.
Another trend may be observed in the angular spread data.
For indoor receivers at locations 7–12, the angular spread (the
unitless metric defined in [8]) falls within the range 0.73–0.98.
Thus, indoor angular spread values are almost always near the
maximum value of 1.00. For outdoor receivers at locations
1–6, the angular spread falls within a range of lower values,
0.36–0.91. Thus, an omnidirectional multipath model for narrowband fading such as the Clarke model in [20] is not accurate
for long-distance peer-to-peer links. The increase in angular
spread indoors as opposed to outdoors may be explained by the
increased density of scatterers (doors, walls, shelves, etc.) in all
directions in an indoor environment.
Still another trend may be observed in the angular constriction data. From Table II, we see that the average value for an-
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Fig. 6. Trend between angle spread and delay spread for indoor and outdoor
receivers.

gular constriction is 0.55 (also unitless). This fairly large value
indicates that multipath power is clustering about a few directions instead of being uniformly spread out in azimuth. This is
another indication that idealized, uniform multipath models may
not characterize the spatial fading behavior for the peer-to-peer
channel.
C. Joint Angle-Delay Statistics
The graph in Fig. 6 shows angular spread vs. delay spread for
the 12 measured local areas. We would expect that higher delay
spreads indicate more multipath components from a larger variety of scattering mechanisms; under these circumstances, the
angular spread should increase as well. While counterexamples
certainly exist, most of the measured points in Fig. 6 follow this
basic trend.
Note that the rate at which angular spread increases as a function of delay spread depends heavily on whether the receiver is
indoors or outdoors. To study this effect quantitatively, we propose the following empirical guideline for angular spread, , as
a function of delay spread,
(1)
The critical delay spread, , is the key parameter in (1) for determining the rate of angular spread increase. The critical delay
spread may be calculated using linear regression on a set of mea,
). The six indoor points produce
surement points, (
a critical delay spread value of 7.4 ns, while the six outdoor
points produce a much larger of 32.5 ns. Plots of (1) for these
two critical delay spreads are shown in Fig. 6.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel technique and quantitative
results for measuring 1920 MHz peer-to-peer spatio-temporal radio channels. Angle and delay dispersion data were
recorded for outdoor-to-outdoor, outdoor-to-indoor, and indoor-to-indoor transmitter-receiver configurations. This data
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set illuminates many of the following previously unmeasured,
hypothetical trends in the peer-to-peer radio channel:
1) rms delay spread for outdoor-to-outdoor channel locations is an order of magnitude lower than PCS macrocellular radio channels, primarily due to the reduced transmitter antenna height.
2) rms delay spread for outdoor-to-indoor and indoor-to-indoor channels drops to around 35 ns—much lower than
the outdoor-to-outdoor case.
3) Angular spread as measured at the receiver is higher for
indoor receivers and lower for outdoor receivers.
4) A distinct, quantified trend shows how angular spread increases as delay spread increases.
5) Angular constriction is relatively high for all peer-to-peer
channels, indicating that much of the multipath power is
arriving from several discrete directions in azimuth instead of across a smooth continuum of azimuthal angles.
These quantified data trends will help engineers develop new
spatio-temporal channel models and design wireless modems
for radios operating in the peer-to-peer network configuration
[21].
APPENDIX
V. DESCRIPTION OF MEASURED PARAMETERS
This appendix defines the terminology and parameters used
in the analysis of the wideband, space-varying channels.
A. Noncoherent Channel Measurements
The wideband radio channel is measured as a function of
space in this campaign using a single-channel, noncoherent receiver. Below is a list of terminology used to describe the types
of channels measured during this campaign.
Channel Impulse Response (CIR): The CIR is the complex
. The CIR
baseband representation of the radio channel
varies as a function of time-delay and vector position of receiver antenna in space . If a directional antenna is used at the
receiver, the CIR may also depend on the azimuthal orientation
of the antenna, .
Power Delay Profile (PDP): A noncoherent channel measures a PDP instead of a CIR. The PDP has units of power (related to physical units of Watts by a constant of proportionality)
and is defined as the magnitude-squared of the CIR
(2)
Written without a -dependence, it may be assumed that (2)
represents a measurement with an omnidirectional antenna.
Power Angle Profile (PAP): The PAP is the spatial equivalent
of a PDP. The PAP has units of power and is defined as
(3)
Written without a -dependence, (3) represents the angle-ofarrival characteristics of a narrowband channel.
Angle-Delay Profile (ADP): When a directional antenna at
position and azimuthal orientation is connected to a wide-
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band noncoherent channel sounder, an ADP is measured. The
ADP has units of power and is defined as

Centroid, : The centroid is the first moment of a delay spectrum. The th moment of a spectrum is defined as

(4)
(8)
B. Power Spectra
When power delay or angle profiles are linearly averaged in
space, an estimate of a power spectrum is produced. Averaging
various power profiles will produce the following normalized
power spectra.
Delay Spectrum: Spatially averaging a collection of PDPs
measured within the same local area produces an estimate for
of the channel
the delay spectrum

(5)

is the set of measurement positions. The delay specwhere
trum characterizes the frequency selectivity of the stochastic,
time-varying radio channel [22].
Angle Spectrum: Spatially averaging a collection of PAPs
measured within the same local area produces an estimate for
of the channel
the angle spectrum

(6)

The angle spectrum characterizes the spatial selectivity of the
stochastic, space-varying radio channel [8], [23].
Angle-Delay Spectrum (ADS): Spatially averaging a set of
full ADPs within the same local area produces an estimate for
the joint ADS,

(7)

.
Thus, the centroid is (8) evaluated for
rms Delay Spread, : The rms delay spread is the second
centered moment of a delay spectrum, defined mathematically
as
(9)
The rms delay spread is related to the frequency selectivity of a
wideband multipath channel [24].
Centroid Jitter: If the centroid were calculated from a single
PDP instead of the delay spectrum using the definition in (8),
then each local area would have a set of centroids as a function
. The centroid jitter is the maximum centroid
of space,
value minus the minimum centroid value measured in the same
local area. This value measures range of possible centroid fluctuations within a local area.
Centroid Standard Deviation: This measure is defined similar to centroid jitter except it is the standard deviation of the
, measured within the same local area.
set of centroids,
This measure is less sensitive to pathological instances of centroid measured at one or two points.
Timing Jitter: This parameter, defined by Devasirvatham in
[25], is based on the set of instantaneous rms delay spreads,
, calculated from PDPs in a local area. The timing jitter
is the maximum delay spread minus the minimum delay spread
measured in the same local area. This value measures the range
of possible rms delay spread fluctuations within a local area.
Timing Standard Deviation: This measure is defined similar
to timing jitter except it is the standard deviation of the set of
, measured within the same local
rms delay spreads,
area. This measure is less sensitive to pathological instances of
rms delay spread measured at one or two points.
D. Angle-of-Arrival Parameters

This joint power spectrum characterizes the full spatio-temporal
randomness of the radio channel.
Note, that the use of power spectra in channel modeling assumes radio channels are wide-sense stationary in space and frequency over basic intervals of interest. The frequency interval
of interest is the RF bandwidth of the transmitted signal and
the spatial interval of interest is the local area. Definitions for
the coherence bandwidth and the coherence distance of a fading
radio channel are based on delay and angle spectra, respectively.
C. Time Delay Parameters
A number of delay dispersion parameters are measured in this
campaign and reported in this paper. Each parameter is calculated for a measured local area and is defined below. Note that
before each statistic is calculated, all power at or below the noise
interference floor of the received profile is zeroed.

There are also several angular dispersion parameters that are
measured in this campaign and reported in this paper. Each parameter is also calculated for a measured local area and defined
below:
: This parameter, calculated
Peak Angle of Arrival,
, is the azimuthal
from the estimate of angle spectrum
angle in which the largest average multipath power is received.
Angular Spread, : This parameter ranges between 0 and 1
and describes how multipath power concentrates about a single
direction-of-arrival in space, with 0 denoting perfect concentration in one direction and 1 representing no clear directional bias
in arriving multipath power. The angular spread is calculated
from complex Fourier coefficients of the angle spectrum
(10)
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and is mathematically defined as [1]
(11)
This definition of angular spread is directly related to spatial
selectivity in a narrowband multipath channel: larger values of
angular spread imply more spatial selectivity.
Angular Constriction, : This parameter also ranges between 0 and 1 and describes how multipath power concentrates
about two directions-of-arrival in space, with 1 denoting perfect
concentration in two directions and 0 representing no clear bias
in two directions. The angular constriction is mathematically
defined as
(12)
Angular constriction is also directly related to spatial selectivity in a narrowband multipath channel: larger values of angular constriction imply spatial selectivity in a local area that is
anisotropic, depending on the orientation of movement in space.
: This parameter represents
Angle of Maximum Fading,
the azimuthal direction in space that a receiver must move to experience the maximum possible spatial selectivity. It is defined
to be
(13)
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